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ABSTRACT
In high-dimensional materials design spaces such as additive manufacturing, elucidating
processing-property relationships is a prerequisite for intelligently controlling structure and
tailoring behavior in fabricated components. However, relationships between processing
control and resulting properties are not typically straightforward, and often require large
volumes of data to develop a sampling that spans the relevant processing space sufficiently.
For the present study, this comes in the form of high-throughput screening, which demands
automated, standardized, procedures for efficiently characterizing large volumes of data.
With a significant part of materials data generated in the form of images (e.g. optical
microscopy, X-ray computed microtomography, scanning electron microscopy, etc.), rapid
characterization becomes an image processing problem. Describing the geometry of visually
discernible regions of interest in materials image data is an essential step in describing prop-
erties that relate to processing history. In this manner, correlations are identified through
standardized image data analysis approaches that would not otherwise be feasible by man-
ual methods. This motivates development of the Tomography Reconstruction Analysis and
Characterization Routines (TRACR) pipeline—a scalable, open source, Python based col-
lection of image processing and statistical tools intended for image feature characterization
in various forms of 2D and 3D visual data. Morphological distinctions between virgin and
recycled Inconel 718 powders for additive manufacturing are explored. Porosity profiles in
selectively laser melted Inconel 718 compression cylinders are investigated through the lens
of several printing parameters and post-processing regimes.
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1.1 Survey of Metal Additive Manufacturing
Additive manufacturing (AM) is “the process of joining materials to make parts from 3D
model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive and formative manufacturing
methodologies,” according to ASTM [1]. While many forms of AM exist, including material
extrusion, directed energy deposition, and droplet printing, the most common form of metal
AM is powder bed fusion (PBF) [2]. In this process, layers of powder are spread over a build
plate and selectively melted according to some geometric model by either a laser or electron
beam energy source. This process repeats layer by layer until the 3D geometry is achieved.
A schematic of selective laser melting (SLM), a laser based type of PBF, is shown below in
Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Schematic of a selective laser melting system at both the machine (left) and
powder (right) scales [3].
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These technologies have provided an alternative route to manufacturing by distributing
fabrication and allowing increased control over part design [4]. This so-called democratiza-
tion of manufacturing is enabled by the fact that AM is part-agnostic, meaning that aside
from a 3D geometric model, the same tools are used for any given build [5]. While these
advantages are clear to prototype production, there are still several key impediments to-
wards the widespread adoption of AM into commercial manufacturing. For example, only a
fraction of the powder feedstock is actually molten to form the final part. As a result, the
use of recycled powder is essential in order to make PBF techniques economical. How these
powder morphologies influence the final properties of parts is an active research area in AM.
Additionally, insufficient characterization of the high-dimensional processing space that
accompanies AM has resulted in an overall lack of confidence in the as-built part quality
(expressed by porosity, surface roughness, mechanical properties, and other qualification
barriers) in fabricated components [6]. Generally, repeatability is a key prerequisite to any
manufacturing process [7]. An essential first step towards wider-spread adoption is the
elucidation of processing-property relationships, which in this work is the investigation of
controllable printing parameters and how their effects on part quality can be measured
through standardized materials analysis.
1.1.1 Processing Space
AM is often used synonymously with “freeform fabrication,” contrasted with traditional
casting or milling, where build geometry is limited by mold and/or tooling-part spatial
constraints. AM techniques, such as PBF do indeed free fabrication from most geometric
constraints (with the exception of the overall build envelope), allowing for internal structures
and lightweight design not previously possible. However, this comes with the introduction
of a unique, rather extensive, set of processing parameters that can all influence properties
of the final part. Printing conditions such as laser movement, powder configuration, part
geometry, all influence melt pool dynamics and ultimately dictate final part quality. This
amount of process control results in a relatively high-dimensional processing space with
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couplings and optima that are not yet fully understood [8]. A central goal of this study is
to develop analysis tools that can be used for identifying relationships between measurable
properties of fabricated parts and controllable processing parameters.
PBF techniques often produce parts with a complex, non-equilibrium metallurgical his-
tory due to simultaneous part fabrication and materials synthesis from a series of powder
layers [8]. Unquantified process variability leads to uncertainty in the properties of these
parts and their fitness for purpose. This, combined with the beneficial economics of reusing
powder, motivates the investigation into distinctions between virgin and recycled powder
sources. These distinguishing characteristics constitute a new set of processing parameters
that must be controlled, just like laser settings and build geometry. If not tuned correctly,
these sorts of processing parameters will result in suboptimal fabricated parts.
One prevalent example of this is porosity, which has been observed across multiple mate-
rial systems in PBF techniques [6]. Porosity may arise from several mechanisms, including
non-uniform powder spreading, ablation, and keyhole instabilities. While the first two de-
pend on machine-powder interactions and may lead to abnormally large and isolated pores,
the third is a solidification phenomena observed in welding that often results in a character-
istic trail of porosity. Generally, this is due to the melt pool being heated to a high enough
temperature that vaporized material exerts a recoil pressure on the melt, forming cavities
that periodically collapse to form the trail pattern [9]. Lower melt pool temperatures, which
reduce this type of defect, may be achieved by adjusting laser speed, power, and beam size,
accordingly. Porosity type defects such as these often arise sporadically and are detrimental
to overall performance, making them unacceptable in large scale manufacturing applications.
These constitute a property that is desirable to minimize, if not eliminate. However, with
the amount of processing control available in PBF, mitigating such defects requires datasets
that sufficiently explore the rather high dimensional processing space. This motivates the
study into distinctly processed compression cylinders: to fabricate a high number of SLM
parts with varying processing history and measure the resulting porosity.
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1.2 High-Throughput Visual Materials Data Analysis
High-throughput screening (HTS) is a widely used technique commonly found in biology
and chemistry that entails the automated preparation, testing, and analysis of large sample
batches. Drug discovery, for example, has increasingly used HTS to explore the vast number
of candidate compounds for early-stage exploration [10]. This has accelerated the testing
and trial periods of potentially live saving drugs tremendously, by developing a high volume,
standardized pipeline that would have otherwise been infeasible to conduct manually. Recent
advances in computational and data science have allowed HTS to extend its use to new
high-dimensional processing spaces such as those found in computational materials science,
multiphysics modeling, and additive manufacturing [11]. These processing spaces can be
spanned at rates not previously feasible by manual experimental and analysis methods [6, 12].
With the high dimensional processing space that accompanies freeform fabrication, it is of
central interest to discover how themes from HTS measurements and characterization can
transfer into a data-driven approach to optimizing AM.
The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines materials science as “the scientific study of the
properties and applications of materials of construction or manufacture” [13]. Expectedly,
this field generates and tabulates immense amounts of chemical and physical data pertaining
to solids, a large portion of which comes in the form of images, or visual data. Sources of
image data include optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and
X-ray computed microtomography (µXCT). In moderate quantities, images are typically
analyzed by scientists in order to characterize microstructure, defects, and other features
of interest. However, with recent developments in automation, data collection, and data
storage capabilities, the focus of rapid materials characterization has shifted from acquisition
to analysis [12, 14]. With this rate of data generation, manually performing characterization
becomes infeasible and also lacks the precision required to quantify visually evident features
and distinguish trends among large volumes of data. Many computer vision techniques
have emerged as a result of this, an example being the recent use of “bag of visual words”
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algorithms for categorizing large, diverse, microstructural image data sets in stainless steels
[15]. For data-driven investigations such as in AM, the standardized, automated, analysis of
raw image data pertaining to pores, powders, and so forth, is an essential part of phrasing
the question of process optimization.
This study relies on two sources of image data: optical microscopy and X-ray computed
microtomography. Both of these techniques rely on image contrast to identify and analyze
features of interest. However, in this study, only µXCT has been used to generate large
amounts of data for HTS purposes due to its minimal sample preparation and wealth of
3D information. A schematic of the basic principle behind µXCT is shown in Figure 1.2.
µXCT characterization consists of three sequential steps: projection acquisition, tomographic
reconstruction, and analysis. Each step has experienced increasing scrutiny and research
efforts in order to expedite the characterization process.
Figure 1.2: Schematic of the major components making up a µXCT system [16].
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Table 1.1: Survey of Several Softwares used in µXCT Analysis
Software Acquisition Reconstruction Analysis Open Source Parallelizable Language
Zeiss Scout-Scan [17] X X Proprietary
Dragonfly Pro [18] X X Proprietary/Python
ImageJ [19] X X X Java
TomoPy [20] X X X Python
3D Slicer [21] X X C++/Python
DeVIDE [22] X X Python
Avizo [23] X Proprietary
MIPAR [24] X X Proprietary
TRACR [25] X X X Python
The acquisition of tomographies consists of rotating a sample in small angular increments
(typically fractions of a degree) and collecting 2D X-ray projections until the 3D volume can
be rendered during reconstruction. When choosing an angular increment, there is a trade-off
between reconstruction quality and scan time. However, techniques utilizing sparse matrix
representations have emerged in the past decade that exploit lossy compression in order to
estimate an accurate 3D rendering using minimal scan time [26]. Although not utilized in
this study these techniques have been adapted in applications such as rapid X-ray inspection
for security purposes.
There exist many softwares for performing both qualitative and quantitative analysis,
many of which were developed originally for medical imaging [27]. Since most of these
softwares use the same underlying image processing tools, many have pivoted to include a
more diverse set of fields, including geology, materials science, and others that are interested
in extracting information from image data. Depending on the application, some are more
advantageous than others. For sample-by-sample analysis, software such as Dragonfly Pro,
Avizo, and MIPAR, include a suite of tools for real-time segmentation and visualization ex-
posed through an interactive graphic user interfaces (GUI). Albeit very useful for exploratory
investigations, these software packages often work in proprietary formats, limiting their in-
teroperability. In addition, their degree of parallelization varies, often requiring some level
of programming expertise (some may be scripted using Python, as seen in final column of
Table 1.1). Open source analysis softwares allow more user control, and include ImageJ, 3D
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Slicer, and DeVIDE. In terms of public, parallelizable, analysis software, these are a step in
the right direction. Further, the image processing tools underlying these softwares are not
unique, and exist in more generic frameworks such as Python and Matlab. Python-based
analysis routines have the particular advantage of being simpler to interface with existing
open source reconstruction software tools, such as TomoPy.
Tomographic Reconstruction Analysis and Characterization Routines (TRACR) has been
specifically designed to be an open source, parallelizable pipeline of Python-based image data
processing tools for performing automatic, tailored, image feature extraction in the interest
of identifying process-property relationships from high throughput characterization. Specif-
ically motivated by the need to analyze large volumes of similar data, standardized feature
descriptors include centroid, volume, effective diameter, nearest neighbor distance, and ec-
centricity. These are used to rate part quality, feed into predictive physical models, and
identify overarching trends present in the data. TRACR was applied to two analyses of In-
conel 718: characterization of 1) virgin versus recycled powders (high-pass, or higher density
material constitutes features of interest), and 2) porosity in SLM fabricated compression




Tomographic Reconstruction Analysis and Characterization Routines (TRACR) was ap-
plied to two case studies. The first study was to investigate size and shape differences between
virgin and recycled powder sources using X-ray computed microtomography µXCT. Given
that the use of recycled powder is critical to the economic feasibility of PBF techniques, this
study aimed to highlight geometric distinctions between virgin and recycled powder types
and treat them as an additional processing facet.
The second study involved the design of an experiment that would shed light on the in-
terplay between several controlled spatial processing parameters (part location, orientation)
and porosity-based properties (pore fraction, pore spacing, etc.) measured through optical
microscopy (OM) and µXCT. This experimental setup involved fabricating an array of com-
pression cylinders built at distinct plate locations with varying polar angles (angle between
cylinder axis and build plate normal direction) and azimuthal angles (angle between cylinder
axis and powder spreading direction), from Inconel 718 powder. Several build plates of this
type were manufactured, each with distinct post-processing regimes (e.g., as-built or heat
treated). The effects of these regimes on overall porosity are also investigated in an effort
to identify correlations on both the plate and post-processing scale that could be utilized to
minimize porosity, leading to higher confidence in part quality.
Both of these studies rely on the use of standardized descriptors for visually evident
features of interest. Whether analyzing epoxy suspended powder particles, or porosity within
fabricated parts, these image-based descriptors are used to compare multiple samples with
distinct processing history. While many of the relevant analysis concepts were prototyped
on 2D OM data, much of the actual screening was subsequently performed on 3D µXCT
data. These sources of visual data are summarized in the following sections.
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2.1 Optical Microscopy
Optical microscopy is a ubiquitous technique used in many fields that involves the use
of visible light and lenses to image and magnify sample surfaces. Within metallurgy, it is
often used to identify and characterize the morphology of phases, grain boundaries, and in
this work, porosity. Often, polishing is performed in order to increase the contrast between
features (e.g., bright metal versus dark pores).
In this study, five cylindrical samples were mounted and polished for serial-section metal-
lography using a sequence of P500, P1200, P2000 grit SiC papers, 3 µm diamond suspension,
and 0.04 µm alumina slurry. The samples were serially sectioned and imaged at intervals
of 100-200 µm in the radial direction. At each depth, optical micrographs were obtained
at 500x original magnification using a Keyence VHX-5000 digital microscope with an HW-
Z500R/W/T lens under coaxial (bright-field) conditions. The final image was composed of
a series of stitched images so the full part was visible in the field of view. One of these serial
sectioned metallographic images is shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: A metallographic image obtained through serial sectioning of a compression
cylinder sample. This is the third layer, approximately 600 µm into the sample in the radial
direction.
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2.2 X-ray Computed Microtomography
X-ray computed microtomography reconstructs a 3D object using a series of X-ray trans-
mission projections. This technique has found increasing use due to both its non-destructive
nature and micron-scale resolution. In this study, µXCT has been used extensively to gen-
erate 3D distributions of porosity embedded in the compression cylinders, as well as pow-
der particles suspended in an epoxy. One of several hundred µXCT reconstructions for a
compression cylinder is shown in Figure 2.2, with porosity highlighted in red. Scans were
performed on a Zeiss Versa 520 X-ray microscope. The suspended powder was internally
scanned (i.e., only part of the sample was contained in the X-ray field of view), while the
compression cylinders were removed from the build plate and externally scanned (i.e., whole
sample contained in the X-ray field of view) in batches of eight at a time. X-rays were
generated from a 160 kV, 10 W cathode current incident on a tungsten anode, creating a
divergent white beam. The broad bandwidth X-ray flux was narrowed through the use of
Zeiss-proprietary high energy filters. The projections were collected on a scintillation-type
detector, optically magnified by a 0.4X objective lens onto a 16 bit CCD camera. Images
were acquired by rotating each sample 360◦ in steps of 0.225◦. These images were recon-
structed using ZEISS Scout-and-Scan Control System Reconstructor (vers. 11.0.4779.16251)
software. Ring reconstruction artifacts were reduced using dynamic ring reduction (DRR)
and sample drift corrected using adaptive motion compensation (AMC).
2.3 Powder
Pre-alloyed Inconel 718 powder was gas atomized and sieved to a particle diameter range
of 10–45 µm. The recycled powder was obtained after a single build and sieved 12 times prior
to analysis through a 60 µm sieve. Samples of both powder types were collected, suspended
in an epoxy resin, and injected into a straw prior to µXCT analysis. An internal scan was
then performed on each sample with a voxel size of approximately 1.12 µm. A schematic of
the epoxy suspended powder particle setup is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.2: A µXCT reconstruction of a vertically built compression cylinder, revealing
internal porosity in red.
2.4 Compression Cylinders
From the virgin powder source, 25 × 25 arrays of centimeter-spaced cylindrical samples,
each measuring 4 mm in height, 2 mm in diameter, with varying build orientations and
locations described by (A–Y, 1–25) coordinates, were printed on each build plate using a
Concept Laser M2 Cusing Dual Laser SLM machine. The closed production chamber of
the machine was continuously flushed with argon gas to maintain an oxygen concentration
below 1%. Each powder layer was spread at a thickness of 50 µm during printing with a
total of 195 layers printed to complete the build. A diagram of the compression pin array is
shown below in Figure 2.4, with a photo of a completed build plate shown in Figure 2.5. The
polar/azimuth angle definitions are shown in Figure 2.6. These samples were mounted in
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Figure 2.3: A schematic of the epoxy suspended powder particles placed in a straw. Due to
the internal scan, particles on the periphery of the X-ray field of view (gray) were ignored
in subsequent analyses.
batches of eight for external µXCT scanning with voxel sizes in the range of 4–4.5 µm. While
one plate was left as-built, another identical plate underwent a 980 ◦C solution annealing,
followed by a water cool, a 720 ◦C precipitation hardening for 8 h, a furnace cool for 2 h,
and then an 8 h aging at 620 ◦C before being air cooled.
2.5 Software
TRACR was developed and used to analyze both OM and µXCT data, and consists of
three sequential steps that together form an image feature extraction pipeline: reading, fil-
tering, and metric calculations. A flow diagram of these core functions is shown in Figure 2.7.
The first step involves the standardization of input data (2D/3D, TIF/DICOM/HDF5) into
a Feature object. This is an extensible class object that was motivated by the sheer size of
certain datasets (often several gigabytes per sample), and prevents costly data duplication
during various filtering and metric calculations. It also provides a pixel size attribute that is
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Figure 2.4: A diagram of the build plate, with approximately 25 × 25 compression pins
printed at the small circles whose quality can be graded based on position and orientation.
used for transformation between pixel and spatial spaces. The next step, filtering, transforms
the raw data into a segmented representation where features of interest can be programmat-
ically identified and distinguished. Last is the calculation of metrics, which characterize
individual features of interest with quantitative details such as position, size, and shape.
2.5.1 I/O and Feature Initialization
TRACR is suited to read three main file formats: Tagged Image File (TIF), Digital
Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM), and Hierarchical Data Format (HDF5).
Once read, the relevant intensity data is standardized to a Feature object, which converts
the raw data into a numpy array representation [28].
Many scientific instruments export visual data to TIF, a lossless format that allows for
both single and multilayer images. For this reason, both optical microscopy and µXCT data
are exportable to TIF. The file reader implemented in TRACR accepts both of these types
of TIF using the Python Image Library [29].
DICOM was developed to standardize medical data across multiple machines and man-
ufacturers [30]. Although TRACR is not specifically aimed at analyzing medical data, most
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Figure 2.5: A photograph of compression cylinder samples in the as-built condition, showing
the array of build locations and part orientations.
Figure 2.6: The polar and azimuth angle definitions used to describe build orientation for
individual compression cylinders.
µXCT materials characterization is exportable to DICOM. TRACR reads DICOM format-
ted tomographies (often generated as a list of single layer DICOM files) using the pydicom
Python package [31].
HDF5 stores data in a hierarchical fashion, using two major object types: datasets and
groups. One advantage to this format is the flexibility in how data is actually stored, and
what type of metadata is included. Both metallography and tomography can be saved to
this format, and are read by TRACR using the h5py Python package [32].
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Figure 2.7: A pipeline for image feature extraction in TRACR consisting of reading, filtering,
and metric calculations.
2.5.2 Filtering
Filtering is the first image processing step that actually changes pixel intensity values,
and as such, all subsequent analysis is only as accurate as the filtered data. The first filter
often applied to raw data is thresholding, which distinguishes the background from all other
features of interest. This is perhaps the most important filtering step, as it “decides” on
a simplified representation of the intensity data, with all subsequent analysis based off this
representation. Once raw data is thresholded, each feature is uniquely labeled for subsequent
calculations. Aside from an internally developed Otsu multilevel thresholding implementa-
tion, all thresholding, edge, and labeling operations are drawn from the scikit-image Python
library [33].
Thresholding
Threshold filtering converts gray scale data into a binary representation. The most basic
form of thresholding is global, or histogram based. This is well suited for images with a
fairly uniform background, since the same threshold is applied throughout the image. Once
a thresholding value, T , is selected, all pixel intensities, Iij (Iijk for voxels) are binarized
around that value. In high-pass analysis (e.g., metal particles suspended in an epoxy), pixels
in the original image would be filtered to:
Iij =
{
0, if Iij < T
1, if Iij ≥ T
(2.1)
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Notice that reversing the conditions above would instead produce a low-pass filter (e.g.,
pores inside of a solid). In this sense, there is some a priori knowledge required to choose
in which direction to threshold, depending on whether the higher/lower density material
is of interest. In either case, zero valued voxels are ignored while subsequent analyses are
performed on voxel clusters of Iij = 1. How the particular threshold value is chosen depends
upon which method is used. TRACR includes Otsu, Yen, Li, and adaptive thresholding
methods, which are outlined below.
Otsu’s method is perhaps the most common technique for bimodal images, which includes
the two case studies covered in this work. This method assumes that an image primarily
has two intensity classes of voxels that are each well populated (i.e., bimodal). It is an
exhaustive search algorithm that aims to find a threshold value that minimizes intraclass
variance (or equivalently, maximizes interclass variance) between voxel classes [34]. For an
image consisting of L gray levels over a total number of N = n1 + n2 + · · ·+ nL voxels, the
probability distribution of intensities is given by pi = ni/N . At a threshold value T , the









p(i) = 1− w(T ) (2.2)













































and interclass variance to be maximized
σ2b = w0(µ0 − µT )
2 + w1(µ1 − µT )
2 (2.8)
Yen proposed a new criterion for performing global thresholding based on raw/thresh-
olded discrepancy and bit count, represented through an entropy expression to be maximized
[35]. Unlike Otsu’s method, this approach does not necessarily assume a uniform bimodal
intensity distribution. Using the same definitions for pi and T as in Otsu’s Method, two
intensity distributions may be derived for an image of N = n0 + n1 + · · · + nL−1 voxels
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where P (T ) =
∑T−1
i=0 pi is the total probability up to the (T −1)-th gray level. Regarding
the information provided by A and B in terms of entropy E, the total entropy TE to be
maximized at a given T is
max
T
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Li’s method, similar to Yen, calculates a voxel-voxel based entropy between the raw image
and a thresholded version [36]. A final thresholded image is produced by minimizing this
cross entropy as a function of threshold value. For an image with the same definitions of L

































η(T ) = −m1a(T )log(µa(T ))−m1b(T )log(µb(T )) (2.16)
Figure 2.8 demonstrates the use of a global Otsu threshold on a metallography image
revealing porosity in SLM Inconel 718.
Adaptive thresholding is typically used in images with large background variation. An
example would be the segmentation of a tilted metallograph, where the shading of the
background, or metal, changes significantly across the image. In this case, the image is
thresholded in segments, considering only the local neighborhood of voxels to calculate a
sectional threshold value. Since both metallic powder particles suspended in epoxy, as well
as pores embedded in fused metal, provide fairly high contrast, this form of thresholding was
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Figure 2.8: The (a) as collected metallography image, and (b) the high-pass thresholded
image, identifying porosity as black and metal as white.
not found to be particularly advantageous. In general, deciding which thresholding routine is
appropriate should follow the logic shown in Figure 2.9. That is, if data is already segmented
into features vs. background, it is ready for labeling and subsequent analysis. However, if the
data is still in gray scale representation, a thresholding method must be selected. For bimodal
intensity distributions (i.e., two classes of similar populated intensities), global methods such
as Otsu’s method are appropriate. If the image does not fall into that category, adaptive
(for poorly separated image intensity classes) or other global (Li, Yen, for non-similar image
class populations) may be required.
Edge Detection
TRACR makes use of the Canny edge detector algorithm available in the scikit-image
Python library [33]. Once a Gaussian filter is applied for noise reduction, intensity gradients
are calculated. The edges are approximated at gradient maxima. This process is not auto-
matic across multiple material systems since there are several parameters (Gaussian width,
gradient thresholds) that depend on the nature of the image. Figure 2.10 shows an example
of detecting the edge of a single pore in a serial sectioned compression sample.
Labeling
Labeling consists of uniquely identifying spatially isolated features of interest, often using
a flood-fill algorithm. In this process, each cluster of connected 1-valued voxels is filtered to
instead be i-valued, where i ranges from 1 to N , the total number of detected voxel clusters
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Figure 2.9: A decision flow chart for deciding which type of thresholding is most appropriate
to use on raw image data.
of interest. Background is assigned a value of 0. By doing so, each feature of interest can be
enumerated—a useful prerequisite to performing calculations on a feature-by-feature basis.
There are several ways in which to define the perimeter of a given feature, and the
structure element that is used will affect its reported shape. For a 2D image, two com-
mon structure elements shown below are cross-shaped (left) and box-shaped (right), with
































One marked difference between these structure elements is that the cross-shape only
considers adjacent pixels located up, down, left, or right. The box-shape extends this by also
looking for adjacency in the diagonal directions. This can affect whether two nearby features
are considered connected or not, similar to the “paint-can” tool in illustrator programs.
These structure elements extend to 3D, where the cross contains 1’s in a “jack” shape, and
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Figure 2.10: The (a) pore visualized using optical metallography, and (b) its calculated edge.
the box consists of a 3 × 3 × 3 block of 1’s. Figure 2.11 demonstrates the use of this filter
using a “jack” shaped structure element, converting a thresholded metallography into an
image of distinct features colorized by ID.
Figure 2.11: (a) A thresholded metallography, and (b) its labeled representation, using a
cross-shape structure element.
2.5.3 Metrics
After filtering, the final major component of TRACR involves generating metrics, or
feature scale descriptors. These include centroid position, size, eccentricity, and spacing.
These routines are implemented in the scipy Python package [33].
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Centroids
Individual feature centroids are used to describe the average position of their voxels. In


























These relations extend to 3D since all voxels also share a common unit volume. The
calculated centroid of the metallographic pore feature from Figure Figure 2.10 is shown
below in Figure 2.12; the point at which the 2D shape is “balanced” in both the x and y
directions.
Figure 2.12: The calculated centroid for a detected pore obtained through metallography.
Area and Volume
Once features are identified, it is often useful to calculate their respective sizes. For ex-
ample, one could be concerned with networks of small or large pores, minimum/maximum
particle sizes, etc. Whether quantifying area or volume, size is proportional to the number of
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pixels/voxels that compose a given feature, N . With the discrete units of voxels representing
a continuous shape, the accuracy of this approximation increases with feature size. Being an
aggregate metric, this tells us nothing about how the voxels are actually arranged. Although
pore/powder sizes are conventionally reported from volume using an effective spherical di-
ameter (ESD), this approximation does not provide actual shape information.
Eccentricity
Eccentricity is a measure of how far a feature is from being circular, or equiaxed. This
concept is used often in mathematics to describe idealized shapes such as ellipses, parabolas,
and hyperbolas. However, our definition must extend to arbitrary shapes composed of a
discrete number of voxels since volume (or ESD) alone does not indicate how the voxels
composing a feature are actually arranged. We developed a scalar description of eccentricity
for arbitrary shapes using the singular value decomposition (SVD). This provides the semi-
axial lengths of interest σi, as well as the principal directions of the feature ui, as shown in
the example feature below (Figure 2.13) by essentially bounding the feature with an ellipsoid.
The SVD [37] of a real-valued matrix A ∈ Rm×n is defined as: A = UΣV T , where U is
a unitary matrix containing the left singular vectors (eigenvectors of AAT ), V is a unitary
matrix containing the right singular vectors (eigenvectors of ATA), and Σ is a diagonal matrix
containing the ranked square roots of the eigenvalues for both AAT and ATA. These singular
values contain the ranked scalings of A acting on a unit-ball in Rp, where p = min(m,n),
and are used to calculate eccentricity.
In this application, we have A ∈ RN×D, where N denotes the number of voxels composing
the feature of interest, and D is the dimension of either 2, or 3, depending on whether the
feature is an area or volume, respectively. Figure 2.14 provides a layout of the decomposition
for the 3D case.







Figure 2.13: A visual motivation for describing the eccentricity of a single pore feature using
the green (major) and yellow (minor) axes. This bounding ellipsoid provides more detailed


















In the 2D case, eccentricity ranges from 0, for an equiaxed feature such as a square of
circle, to 1, for a line. This extends to 3D, where an eccentricity of 0 corresponds to an
equiaxed volume such as a sphere or cube, and 1 for a crack-like shape. This definition also
lends itself to describing ellipsoidal shapes; with eccentricities of oblate spheroids (a = b =
2c) being 1/4, and prolate spheroids (a = 2b = 2c) being 1/2. It should be noted that these
idealized shapes simply represent the effective ratios of semi-axial lengths, however they are
rarely seen in real image data. In either case, the square roots of the singular values can be
thought of as the semi-axial scalings for these shapes. A diagram of the four idealized cases
is shown below in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.14: A visual layout of the singular value decomposition for a 3D matrix.
Figure 2.15: Relative singular values for an (a) sphere, (b) disc, (c) pod, and (d) crack-like
feature shape. σ1 is always pointed along the longest dimension, with σ2 in the next longest,




3.1 Inconel 718 Powder Morphology
The goal of this study is to compare feature metrics between virgin and recycled Inconel
718 powders for use in SLM. Figure 3.1 shows tomographic renderings of both virgin and
recycled metal particles suspended in epoxy. Since this was an internal scan, particles cutoff
at the periphery of the reconstruction were ignored during analysis. The voxel size for both
powder scans was 1.1254 µm.
Figure 3.1: Tomographic reconstructions of internal scans performed on (a) virgin, and (b)
recycled Inconel 718 powder.
From the µXCT reconstructions visualized in Dragonfly Pro, it is qualitatively evident
that the recycled powders generally appear smaller than the virgin powder, given the equal
magnifications. However, our goal is to reinforce this hypothesis using powder morphology
descriptors. These include distributions of particle size (effective spherical diameters) and
shape (eccentricity).
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The epoxy suspended powder formed a strongly bimodal system, with the density of pow-
der being significantly higher than the epoxy. A histogram of the measured X-ray intensities,
as well as the (globally) calculated threshold value shown in red, is shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: A log intensity histogram of the virgin sample showing the bimodal distribution,
with the left peak representing epoxy and the right peak representing the Inconel 718 powder
particles. The red line is the calculated threshold value.
From the calculated powder particle volumes, a histogram of effective spherical diameters
for both powder particle types is shown below in Figure 3.3, with further details outlined in
Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Powder Particle ESD Statistics
Type Particle Count Mean (µm) Median (µm) σ (µm)
Virgin 1304 29.9 28.8 38.4
Recycled 8183 11.8 10.0 16.6
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Figure 3.3: Particle size distributions for both virgin and recycled Inconel 718 powders
obtained by µXCT. Relevant statistics, such as the mean, median, and standard deviation
are listed in Table 3.1.
Using the SVD of powder particle coordinates, Figure 3.4 contains the histograms of
virgin and recycled powder eccentricities. The effective eccentricities of a sphere (ǫ = 0),
an oblate spheroid (ǫ = 1/4), and a prolate spheroid (ǫ = 1/2), are superimposed from
left to right, respectively. It should be noted that these representations are not general, as
other combinations of semi-axial lengths may give similar eccentricities. Particles smaller
than 2 × 2 × 2 voxels were ignored. Statistics pertaining to both types of powder particle
eccentricities are outlined in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Powder Particle Eccentricity Statistics
Type Mean Median σ
Virgin 0.101 0.062 0.097
Recycled 0.226 0.218 0.093
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Figure 3.4: Particle eccentricity distributions for virgin and recycled Inconel 718 powders
obtained by µXCT. Relevant statistics, such as the mean, median, and standard deviation
are listed in Table 3.2.
3.2 Porosity in SLM Inconel 718 Compression Cylinders
Our second study was motivated by developing feature (porosity) metrics that can be
used to compare quality among many laser PBF builds of the same geometry. Figure 3.5(a)
shows a metallographic image sectioned down the diameter of a compression cylinder, while
Figure 3.5(b) shows the entire tomographic reconstruction of the same sample, built with a
polar angle (angle between major cylinder axis and build plate normal direction) of 0◦. The
µXCT voxel size for all compression cylinders was approximately 4.5 µm.
As is evident from Figure 3.5, significant porosity is present in the compression cylinder.
For a series of cylinders built at different locations and orientations, developing standardized
quality metrics that reflect these defects is essential for bridging properties with known
processing history. Much like the porosity study, the pores embedded in fused Inconel 718
provide a bimodal intensity distribution, to which global thresholding is appropriate. An
intensity histogram of intensities for the same compression cylinder shown in Figure 3.5(b)
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Figure 3.5: (a) 500x optical metallography of a serial sectioned compression pin, and (b) the
reconstructed µXCT of the same sample (the support structure can be seen on the bottom
face).
is shown in Figure 3.6 with the calculated threshold value in red.
A histogram of feature (pore) effective spherical diameters for a single compression cylin-
der is shown in Figure 3.7, obtained in the same way as Figure 3.3. This porosity profile
alludes to practical descriptors such as average and maximum pore size that will be used to
profile larger datasets. Relevant statistics for this sample are outlined in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Porosity Information for a Single Compression Cylinder
Location Mean (µm) Median (µm) Max (µm) σ (µm)
(O, 14) 17.8 14.3 76.8 12.0
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Figure 3.6: A log intensity histogram of the compression cylinder showing the bimodal
distribution, with the left peak representing pores and the right peak representing the fused
Inconel 718. The red line is the calculated threshold value.
Aside from profiling pore metrics between parts, it is also of interest to see how these
metrics are influenced by processing parameters, and how the metrics correlate amongst
themselves. The most straightforward representation of this is the Pearson product-moment
coefficient matrix, which provides a correlation metric between [−1, 1]. A –1 coefficient
indicates a perfect inverse correlation; +1, a perfect direct correlation. Parameters with
little to no correlation have coefficients that are approximately 0. Figure 3.8 shows these
matrices for both the 244 as-built and 162 heat treated cylindrical samples, in (a) and (b),
respectively.
From Figure 3.8, the strongest (negative) processing-property correlation seems to occur
between polar angle and median pore spacing. Figure 3.9 shows a scatter plot of this weak
negative correlation. It should be noted that a different unit of angle measurement, as well
as another reference axis (e.g. build plate parallel) could have been used.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of effective spherical diameters of pores using µXCT data for a
compression cylinder printed at (O, 14). Relevant statistics, such as the mean, median, and
standard deviation are listed in Table 3.3.
With a general overview of correlations among various processing and porosity-based
metrics, it is of interest to investigate the effects of heat treatment. Figure 3.10 contains
a normalized histogram of the median pore spacing between the as-built and heat treated
plates. While majority of each dataset occupy the same distribution, the outliers to the left
and right and distinctly populated. Further results can be found in Appendix A. Relevant
statistics for these distributions may be found in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Median Pore Spacing Statistics In As-Built versus Heat Treated Plates
Type Min (µm) Max (µm) Mean (µm) Median (µm)
As-Built 34.6 103.9 57.6 55.4
Heat Treated 14.8 80.3 57.6 56.5
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Figure 3.8: Matrix of Pearson product-moment coefficients for the correlations between
various processing/quality parameters in (a) the as-built, and (b) heat treated, samples.
Figure 3.9: Scatter plots of median pore spacing decreasing as a function of polar angle for
both the as-built and heat treated plates.
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4.1 Image Data and Calculations
The development of TRACR for calculating feature-scale descriptors in a high-throughput
screening uncovered several interesting trends in both case studies. Before delving into them,
it is important to highlight several key subtleties of the software itself.
With any visual data, it is important to remember that our conclusions are only as
accurate as the image; any features lying outside of a machine’s resolution are lost during data
collection. This precaution also extends to the various filters and when they are appropriate,
as is reinforced by the thresholding decision pipeline in Figure 2.9. When thresholding any
gray-scale data, it is important to try and preserve as much of the original information
as possible. As is alluded in the Materials and Methods section, Otsu’s method, albeit
very common, assumes an equal intensity bimodal distribution. In many cases this may be
appropriate, however, if one intensity class is much less populated than the other, accuracy of
the calculated threshold value will decrease due to the uneven weighting of image classes. In
cases such as this, other global methods such as Li or Yen thresholding may be advantageous
as they estimate a thresholded image in an information theoretic sense. For this reason, it is
important to profile the raw intensity distribution before selecting an appropriate threshold
method. Additionally, TRACR provides a mechanism, ‘register-threshold’, to easily allow
the addition of other threshold methods that the user may find more suitable.
The difference between precision and accuracy is important in the calculation of metrics,
and is symptomatic of representing any continuous data in a digital format. For example, a
spherical feature that is exactly at the resolution limit of a µXCT machine will be represented
by a single discrete voxel. Although this is precise in the sense that all similar features will
be treated in the same way, the accuracy of position, volume, and other metrics, suffer for
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such small features. For this reason, the accuracies of volume, for example, is poor for
small feature sizes and increases with feature size asymptotically (relative to the resolution
limit). Shown in Figure 4.1 is the error of the analog problem of describing a sphere with
an increasing number of voxels across the diameter. Predictably, the error of a discrete
representation decreases as the number of voxels increases [38].
Figure 4.1: The error of approximating a sphere using a discrete representation as a function
of voxel count. A 3 × 3 × 3 feature (left dashed line) represents the smallest feature that
can be reliably identified. A 10 × 10 × 10 voxel feature (right dashed line), is the smallest
feature whose shape can be quantified [38].
This applies to shape descriptors as well, as the eccentricity of a single voxel, or line of
voxels, loses its meaning. Due to this it is common to set some sort of size threshold to
avoid reporting information that may correspond to noise or other non-physical artifacts.
In addition to size, features that are highly concave, or not filled-in completely (e.g., hollow
particles, glare in metallographic pores, etc), will affect the accuracy of an SVD shape de-
scriptor. This is a consequence of describing a discretely defined shape using a continuous
bounding ellipsoid. Alternative methods for describing shape information include the use
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of bounding boxes, convex hulls, and spherical harmonics. The definition which was used
for eccentricity in this study is arbitrary, however it has provided a standardized means for
describing complex 3D shapes in a scalar representation. Further, the principal directions
obtained from performing an SVD, ui, may be used to describe any overarching “direction-
ality” of features, such as porosity formation. These vectors are defined with respect to the
tomography coordinate system (i.e., the bottom corner of the X-ray field of view) however,
and must usually be transformed to some physical space (e.g., build plate, laser, etc.) for a
more physical interpretation.
Beyond eccentricity, the calculation of feature-scale metrics is typically the most expen-
sive component of TRACR. To demonstrate this point, analyses were run on both a 2D
and 3D tomography dataset using an HPC computer with 32 AMD Opteron processors and
approximately 198 GB of RAM. The results of both the 2D and 3D time trials are shown in
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, respectively. It should be noted that although these analyses are
consistent in that they were run on the same machine, the results are expected to be vary
from one computer to the next.
As is evident in the time trials, eccentricity is by far the most expensive metric to cal-
culate. Further, the dimension of the dataset typically affects computation time more than
feature count. That is, for a k dimensional feature composed of n voxels, the complexity of
metric calculations is much more sensitive to k, rather than n. Taking a closer look, metrics
were calculated for a variety of feature sizes to see how they scale with pixel count. These
results are shown in Figure 4.4.
We see that eccentricity is the most sensitive to feature size, with a fairly linear depen-
dence, whereas metrics such as centroid and volume are not nearly as affected by feature size.
For feature sizes lying outside of this range, it could be expected that volume and centroid
metrics have a very soft linear dependence on feature size.
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Figure 4.2: Computation time for various components of TRACR used on a high resolution
metallography.
Figure 4.3: Computation time for various components of TRACR used on a µXCT dataset.
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Figure 4.4: The time complexities of calculating centroids, volumes, and eccentricities, for
a series of increasing, square shaped, feature sizes. Eccentricity complexity appears to scale
as O(n), with volume/centroid complexity as O(1) for this study.
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4.2 Powder Study
Our investigation of particle size distributions between virgin and recycled powders re-
veals several key distinctions. From the PSD in Figure 3.3, it is clear that the virgin powder
occupies a more uniform and symmetric size distribution with a mean particle size nearly
centered between 10–45 µm, while the recycled PSD was positive skewed, with a mean par-
ticle size just above 10 µm. This indicates that many smaller particles were either generated
during the build or somehow introduced during the recycling process, causing the recycled
powder PSD to move left. Further, the particle counts between the two scans indicate that
many more particles were present in the recycled powder tomography which was of the same
X-ray exposure area as the virgin powder sample.
These distinctions highlight the complex physics occurring in, and around the melt pool
in powder bed fusion systems. Alongside the potential for keyholing within the melt pool [9],
is the generation of sparks and ablation of partially heated powder particles, which can lead
to a smaller PSD in the recycled powder. However, after multiple builds, it has been reported
that the measured PSD may increase, due to the increasing percentage of fused particles [39].
The particle eccentricity histogram in Figure 3.4 indicates that virgin particles had a median
shape that was much more equiaxed than recycled powder particles. More specifically, the
recycled powder seemed to center around an eccentricity closer to an oblate spheroid (sphere
compressed in one direction). This could be due to partially molten particles surrounding the
melt pool, that rapidly cooled before solidifying back into a spherical shape. Similarly, due to
the turbulence of the melt pool, ablated metal droplets would tend to form a disc shape upon
impact elsewhere in the powder bed due to rapid cooling. These rapidly solidified particles
are not formed in the same way that gas atomized virgin powder particles are. Since the
sieving process used for recycled powders only requires one cross-section of the particle to




The goal of the porosity study was to highlight useful quality metrics, and use them
to report on a series of builds. Quality metrics such as pore fraction, maximum effective
spherical diameter, and median pore spacing were of primary interest for the compression
cylinder analysis. While Figure 3.7 highlights an aggregate measure of pore diameters in a
single part, Figure 3.8 hints at the bigger picture.
In the upper half of Figure 3.8, the interplay of spatial processing parameters (orientation
angles, distance from plate center) and quality metrics reveal several correlations. The
highest positive correlation is between polar angle and pore fraction. This implies that as
polar build angle increased, so too does pore fraction. Using Figure 2.6, a polar angle of 0◦
means the pin was built with the cylinder axis normal to the build plate, while a polar angle
of 90◦ means the pin was built with the cylinder axis parallel to the build plate. Perhaps
the most meaningful physical implication of this is that vertically oriented parts are built
by fusing a series of equally-sized circular layers on top of one another. However for a
horizontally oriented pin, the cylinder is built by fusing layers of variable-sized rectangles.
A distinction here, is that every given layer of the vertical cylinder is built solely on top of
previously molten material, while in the case of variable-sized rectangular cross sections, a
layer may be built atop both previously molten material and surrounding unmolten powder.
The latter case could be expected to negatively affect the surface and sub-surface quality
since we are melting powder on top of loose powder. This seems to lead to a higher measured
pore fraction.
Polar angle was also seen to have a highly negative correlation with median pore spacing,
as shown in Figure 3.9. This means that vertically oriented cylinders (0◦ polar angle),
generally have higher pore spacings than parts built with nonzero polar angles. This may
be because the build layers in vertically oriented (0◦) samples are constantly built on top
of previously fused metal, while cylinder built at the other angle are built on top both
previously fused metal, as well as loose powder, as is exhibited in Figure 2.6. This could
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result in more, closer packed, porosity in the sub-surface of non-vertically built parts.
Another variable of interest (not explored here) would be the hatch patterns used to build
these cross sections, as laser movement most certainly introduces a new facet of influence on
porosity-based quality metrics. However, this processing parameter was not included in our
study.
Within the lower half of the matrix are the correlations solely among quality metrics.
The strong positive correlation between pore fraction and max pore diameter reveals that
fewer larger pores contributed to pore fraction more than larger amounts of small pores. The
strong negative correlation between median pore spacing and pore fraction is expected, as a
minimally porous part will likely have large spacing between its pores.
From Figure 3.10, the goal was to see how the heat treatment affected the compression
cylinders en masse. While a bulk of the median nearest-neighbor pore spacing data between
these two build plates occupied much of the same range (between 50–80 µm), there is a slight
dichotomy in the outliers. It is seen that the several samples which had the smallest median
nearest-neighbor spacing (10–35 µm) were heat treated, while the ones with largest median
nearest-neighbor pore spacing (>80µm) were in the as-built condition. One hypothesis for
this is that heat treatment is generating new pores that are closer together. From Figure A.4
in Appendix A, we also see that heat treatment may lead to smaller mean pore sizes, alluding
to potential pore regrowth. This phenomenon has also been observed in heat treated AM
titanium components following HIP treatment, and hints at the trade-off between mechanical





In this study, TRACR, an open source, scalable, pipeline of Python based image reading
and processing tools, was developed in the interest of generating feature scale descriptors for
comparing large amounts of data with known processing history. TRACR was applied to
two systems: virgin versus recycled powder analysis, and porosity in laser PBF compression
cylinders.
The powder study revealed several distinctions between powder types in regard to both
size and shape. Given that both powder types were collected in the same manner, these
distinctions are attributed to phenomena occurring during printing. However, only being
based on one sample of each powder type, a wider study is required to reinforce these
concerns. Developing a batch process for preparing the epoxy suspended particles is the
primary hindrance to a wider data collection, and is an ongoing study.
Porosity based quality metrics were developed through feature extraction in TRACR as
a means of standardized comparison among many hundreds of samples. The overall goal
of tailoring additive manufacturing recipes towards desirable properties is still an active
research area. Material phases, mechanical properties, surface topography, and internal
porosity, all constitute properties, that we cannot yet fully control. In this study, porosity
was found to be the most straightforward property to measure through visual data. Porosity
generation during both the PBF process and subsequent heat treatments is still an open-
ended investigation. This complexity comes with the depth of processing control found
in powder bed fusion, and additive manufacturing more generally. However, the relevant
mechanisms behind this (often undesirable) property are becoming better understood both
through modeling and data-driven techniques such as this.
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TRACR has found use in applications outside of additive manufacturing, such as grain
size calculations and crack volume calculations in fatigue samples. Some of these results are
shown in Appendix B.
5.2 Future Work
While serving as a useful foundation, there are still several functionalities that would
drastically improve the performance and usefulness of TRACR. This section will review
several potential areas of improvement in the software.
The overall goal with TRACR is to minimize user intervention during image analysis.
While components such as reading, centroids, and volume calculations have more or less
achieved this, there are still several filtering steps, as well as shape descriptions, that require
some extent of a priori knowledge.
5.2.1 Thresholding
As has been discussed in the Materials and Methods section, there are instances where
adaptive thresholding is more appropriate than global methods. However as it stands, this
decision is solely up to the user, and the answer is not always obvious. Encoding a sort of
intuition into TRACR, based on the raw intensity distribution would be ideal for automating
this rather important filter step.
Even with this decision made, it is not always obvious which specific type is best to
use. In global thresholding, for example, Otsu is most appropriate when the distinct image
classes are roughly equally populated and bimodal. However, this is not always the case,
even with a large density disparity (e.g., a dozen powder particles suspended in epoxy). In
these instances, other methods such as those proposed by Li, or Yen, may be more suitable
since they make less assumptions pertaining to the intensity distribution shape. Adding the
ability to identify appropriate threshold methods based on intensity distribution would be a
useful TRACR thresholding tool, and is part of the reason that additional methods can be
added in the thresholding initialization script.
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The last (and probably most useful) thresholding feature would be the incorporation of
multilevel analysis, for systems with more than two image classes (e.g. composites, multiple
powdered alloys, etc.). While this was not required for the case studies covered in this work,
it would drastically increase TRACR’s applicability to other material systems. This is why
the Otsu implementation script written in TRACR includes a multilevel thresholding tool.
With these threshold values, one would likely iteratively mask and perform analysis on one
phase of interest at time.
5.2.2 Shape Descriptors
This work utilized the SVD to treat features as ellipsoids, using ratios of the axial scalings
to describe shape. This method may not always be appropriate, especially for hollow, or
highly concave features, whose shapes would otherwise be better described using harmonic
functions, bounding boxes, convex hulls, or even surface/volume ratios. Much in the same
spirit as encoding additional thresholding intuition into TRACR, would be the addition of
using the most appropriate shape descriptor depending on the typical shapes (and perhaps
sizes) of features. As it stands, the SVD based approach is the only included shape descrip-
tor tool in TRACR. However, using the singular values for other eccentricity definitions is
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Figure A.1: Polar angle versus median pore spacing for both as-built and heat treated build
plates.
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Figure A.2: Polar angle versus pore fraction for both as-built and heat treated build plates.
Figure A.3: Pore fraction distributions for both as-built and heat treated build plates.
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Figure A.4: Mean pore ESD distributions for both as-built and heat treated build plates.




B.1 Grain Size Calculations
The use of reading and global thresholding in TRACR has been used for performing auto-
mated grain size calculations for 2D metallographic images using the common line counting
technique. An example of this is shown in Figure B.1, with the randomly selected lines
drawn in red over the thresholded metallography.
Figure B.1: A demonstration of thresholding used in line counting techniques for calculating
average grain size information.
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B.2 Quantifying Fatigue Damage
Reading, thresholding, and volume metrics have been used for quantifying fatigue damage
measured in µXCT specimens, using “crack volume” by treating the cracked region as a
feature of interest. This was used to describe damage differences for samples heat treated
at different temperatures prior to testing and scanning. Figure B.2 shows a cross section of
one of the samples, revealing the crack feature.
Figure B.2: A cross section of the 3D reconstruction of a fatigue specimen after testing and




The TRACR software package is located at https://github.com/csm-adapt/tracr.
This repository contains several branches, one for each component of TRACR (reading, base,
filters, metrics), and can be cloned/downloaded. Expanding the capabilities of TRACR is a
primary focus, and updates are expected to continue. Detailed documentation may be found
in the supplemental files for this thesis.
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